BRIDAL
Treasures
EXCLUSIVE!

SANDEEP NARANG IN THE
SPOTLIGHT
HIS LAURELS AND LOVE
FOR JEWELLERY

JEWELLERY FOR EVERY
OCCASION

DRESS THE PART FROM YOUR
ROKA TO RECEPTION

50+ MUST-HAVE
BRIDAL JEWELS

GOLD RUSH, DIAMOND BEAUTIES
AND GEMMED WONDERS

VOGUE PROMOTION

Sparkling
since

1952

Prepare to be amazed…welcome to a world of…
opulence, perfection, style, heritage, beauty and
innovation.
Founded in 1952 by Hazoorilal Narang, the
jewellery house’s fairy-tale story began when
Hazoorilal Narang opened the brand’s first store in
Chandni Chowk. He began creating works of art
recognizable for their heritage, style and innovation.
Indian aristocracy, royals from Abu Dhabi and Saudi
Arabia and admirers from across the country were
soon enchanted by the unique masterpieces from
the Hazoorilal atelier. And the rest as they say, was
history!
From a quaint space in Old Delhi to being one
amongst the first jewellers to open a store in Defence
Colony, South Delhi, in 1989 a new Hazoorilal
boutique was inaugurated in Greater Kailash that went
on to become the home of Hazoorilal’s expertise, and
continues to be so.
At the helm of the 60-year old brand is managing
director and chief designer, Sandeep Narang who joined
the family business at the young age of 18. Inspired
and mentored by his father, he has carried forward the
brand’s rich heritage and traditions, exquisite creation
and unending strive for innovation with great fervour.

Today, he has succeeded in taking Hazoorilal to new heights with the finest
designs and masterpieces for the next generation of wearers.
His mantra, “to always stay on top of the curve”, is
exemplified by his love and passion for creating timeless,
precious jewellery. True to tradition, yet contemporary
in design, every experience Sandeep Narang has had
is reflected in his work. He has managed to extend
the Hazoorilal footprint beyond Indian terrain,
across UK, Switzerland, Europe, the Middle East
and more. The brand has participated in leading
international shows and has been sighted on
the red carpets of some of the most prestigious
platforms around the world like the Oscars and
BAFTAs.
Hazoorilal by Sandeep Narang — where
everything is nowhere near ordinary. From being
the earliest pioneers of precious coloured diamonds
to being the only brand in India to showcase the
extraordinary. From the Lily-cut of 65 facets and
the stunning, delicate Orchidea cut which features a
unique shape inspired by flower petals made of 61 facets
—Sandeep Narang never fails to impress. Specialising in
jewellery that makes you want to say “I do”, jewellery from
Hazoorilal by Sandeep Narang captures the beauty of every
occasion, from your engagement to your wedding reception,
with spectacular, ornate creations in gold, diamonds, polki and
kundan. As the pages unfold, discover the most mesmerising jewels
for every celebration. And be amazed…
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Radiance
Roka

The first chapter of the beautiful, big, fat Indian wedding
—The roka. It’s where the journey begins. A day when
two people commit for a lifetime, when families unite
and celebrate new beginnings. And a day when everyone
is dressed in their radiant best. Make it even more
special with stunning, one-of-a-kind engagement rings
and jewellery. Hazoorilal by Sandeep Narang curates
masterpieces to capture the emotional and traditional
significance of this very special occasion. The ring takes
centrestage at the roka (engagement)—unequivocally
sealing a relationship meant to last forever. Symbolic of
this eternal love, the brand’s repertoire of rings showcases
unique, timeless design and expert craftsmanship.

From the jewel-encrusted to the crocheted, feel like
a princess wearing fairy tale-esque baubles like the
bespoke four flower ring

made of four distinct diamond cuts and designs—the
Cushion-cut, Lily-cut, Orchidea-cut and Criss-cut—in
one remarkable ring ensemble.
Or select from signature solitaires set amongst
yellow diamonds surrounded by vibrant hues of
champagne pink sparklers. Browse through
works of art that will undoubtedly become
family heirlooms—from pretty diamond
and gem-studded cuffs to elaborate
neckpieces adorned with elegant
emeralds and earrings to match.
Every woman wants something
unique and personal to start
her journey with. And this
is where Hazoorilal by
Sandeep Narang
steps in.

Tantilising
Trousseau
The trousseau—all a girl needs before the most important
day of her life. It is one of the most essential part of a bride’s
wedding preparation. There was a time when families
travelled across the country sourcing the most exquisite
bejewelled pieces to complete a bridal trousseau. An
age-old ritual where no effort was spared or cost too high
to ensure perfection. Today, the pursuit to this perfection
continues—but thanks to the legendary jewellery collection
at Hazoorilal by Sandeep Narang, putting together the
most exquisite trousseau is a lot easier.
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Discover rare, handcrafted
masterpieces that exude pure luxury
and decadence. One-off pieces featuring
exploding gems, sparkling diamonds and
delicate precious and semi-precious stones
—all that are bound to be on bride’s wish list.
The brand’s atelier is filled with a fine collection
of both classic and modern ornaments. From
the most spectacular blue peacock bracelet with
a flash of blue tourmaline stones to diamonds in
gorgeous danglers with stunning emeralds at the centre
of attention. There are traditional picks like neckpieces
with floral patterns set in polki with enamel work and
coloured semi-precious stones and gold filigree bracelets
with pearls handcrafted to perfection. Discover unparalleled
craftsmanship in their unique gold bracelet with embellished
bird motifs that decorate its top or the masterpiece maang tikka
with tasselled pearls and striking sapphires. The contemporary
options include stunning yellow square shaped diamond earrings,
gorgeous heart-shaped yellow stone and diamond earrings and
diamond danglers with large emerald drops.
Hazoorilal by Sandeep Narang has everything to turn a bride’s fantasy into
reality—one jewel at a time.

Magical
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Mehendi

One of the most enchanting rituals of a
traditional Indian wedding is the Mehendi
ceremony. It’s only fitting the jewellery be as
enchanting. Held before the day of the wedding,
it is a colourful and fun celebration complete with
music, dance, gorgeous ensembles, flowers and
Bollywood glamour. The bride is adorned with
beautiful henna in designs with intricate motifs
and elaborate patterns that symbolise joy, beauty,
spiritual awakening and offering. What’s even
more riveting are the jewels that bedeck her. And
Hazoorilal by Sandeep Narang showcases the
most magnificent masterpieces to perfectly suit
this joyous occasion.

It’s all about being bright,
peppy with a traditional
touch. So out come the
multi-coloured lehengas
and beautiful flower-themed
jewellery in polki and gold. Walk
into Hazoorilal by Sandeep Narang
and browse through a melange
of pretty enamel work, mosaic of
gemstones, sparkling diamonds and
pretty pearls. From the three-layered
polki necklace with south sea pearls and
tourmaline stones to a floral pattern set in
polki and gold with rich rubies blended in
and stand-out earrings to match, and the notto-miss chandelier earrings with diamonds and
polki in strands of pearls.
Floral jewels are in full bloom this season at
Hazoorilal by Sandeep Narang—adorn yourself pretty
for your Mehendi ceremony with some of the most
dazzling pieces you’ve ever seen.
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Gold

The sanctity of a

wedding

is as pure as gold.

is integral both to marriage and jewellery as
neither is complete without its presence.
Just as gold goes through all the stages
including fire to reach its purest form so is
the spirit of
where two people
take the onus to build their lives on a strong
foundation of trust and love.

marriage

jewellery

is thus crafted
Each piece of
with keeping in mind the ethos of a wedding
and all the occasions related to it.
– Sandeep Narang

Splendour
Sangeet

Lights, cameras, dance and splendour—the Sangeet
is one of the most sensational functions and important milestones of the great big Indian wedding. A
night-long dance fest complete with Bollywood tunes,
glamorous outfits and of course, the most gorgeous
bejewelled sets that shine in the spotlight. On this night,
wear something comfortable, yet striking. Something
that you can dance in, twirl in and what won’t weigh
you down.
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Hazoorilal by Sandeep
Narang offers a bespoke
assortment of vintage
masterpieces and modern
designs perfect for a night of dance,
celebration and extravagance.
Add instant glamour with a sorbet of
white and green stones, decadent polki
neckpieces with elegant emeralds and luxe
pieces like bold rings with diamonds and an
emerald centerpiece. A must-have and absolute
stunner is the bridal polki emerald necklace that
will make others go green with envy.
Whether you wear one iconic adornment or many, the
house of jewellery—renowned for its quality of design,
composition, cut, selection of gemstones and amazing
workmanship—has all the traditional bling to make you look
like a star.
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From the moment you step
on the mandap to the time you
say I Do and take the pheras,
shine bright, dressed in the most
exquisite ornaments you have ever
seen. For the classic bridal look, there’s
traditional polki jewellery, heritage
heirlooms and heavy sets in gold and
kundan. Unique pieces like their dual
concept ring in polki and strands of pearls is
an absolute must-have. A beautiful, intricately
carved necklace and matching earrings made
with uncut diamonds encrusted in Burmese rubies
enhanced with diamonds and pearls will add a
decadent touch. Then there’s thick gem encrusted
bangles, uncut polki diamonds with rubies and pearls
and the traditional haathphool in polki.

Whimsical
Wedding
Gone are the days when the bride’s only
accessories were her coy smile and blushing
cheeks. Today, the bride has a host of choices to
bedeck herself with—including the most fabulous
jewels from the Hazoorilal atelier. Whether it’s a
traditional ceremony or a modernist destination
affair—dreamy, glamorous or exotic, it’s the biggest
day of her life—a dream come true. And Hazoorilal
by Sandeep Narang has the dreamiest line-up
of jewellery to adorn everyone from the bride
to the mother of the bride on this special day. A
mesmerizing collection of wedding jewellery that
will make every moment unique and unforgettable.

In a beautiful ode to design, style and craft, the bespoke
collections were made for the bride who is sensuous, elegant
and always exuberant in style.

Royal
Reception
Every epic wedding story must have an equally epic finale—a
royal reception as husband and wife. Where friends and family
gather to shower their blessings and best wishes. A magical
night after the wedding ceremony, where the bride and groom
stand on a pedestal, dressed in their elegant best. Bedeck
yourself with the most magnificent royal-esque jewels in the
world—only from Hazoorilal by Sandeep Narang.

Discover an avalanche of diamonds, meticulously assembled
in gorgeous designs for the last night of the great big Indian
wedding. From long chains of diamonds snuggled together in
clusters and tiers to necklaces glittering with fiery rubies and
luxe emeralds—there’s something for every mood, emotion
and ensemble.
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There are unique
pieces like the sparkling
cushion shaped yellow
diamond ring, which is finely
balanced by pink diamonds
and has a pretty bow shape
on its side, which exudes royal
grandeur in contemporary style.
As well as stunning pieces like a
statement-making cuff embellished
with rows and rows of pear shaped
diamonds and emeralds. From uncut
diamond garlands to yellow tear drop
earrings and a beautiful cocktail ring to
match—each ornament is made to light
up the room.
Every masterpiece from Hazoorilal by Sandeep
Narang will transform the new bride into a queen—
as she embarks on a new journey of love, happiness
and dreams.
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Beauty
Hazoorilal
detailing
jewellery

reflects inside out.This is the
constant approach of every creative piece
designed at
By Sandeep Narang.
The meticulous
and craftsmanship of
each product is of paramount importance so as to
leave an indelible impression on every woman’s heart
who adorns a
piece from our brand.
– Sandeep Narang

